Montana FCCLA Dress Code

One of the eight purposes of FCCLA is as follows: “To prepare for the multiple roles of men and women in today’s society.” Therefore, an important part of the educational experiences provided by FCCLA includes developing an understanding of appropriate behavior and dress for business meetings and functions.

This dress code applies to Montana FCCLA events only. Please refer to the National FCCLA dress code for all National FCCLA Meetings.

State Leadership Conference

- FCCLA red blazer
- Red, black, or white polo or professional white shirt (may include FCCLA logo)
- Black or khaki bottoms (slacks, skirt, sheath dress)
- Dress shoes
- Chapter polo’s in the school colors may be worn if they have a collar and the FCCLA emblem

STAR Events

- Follow STAR event specifications and wear appropriate clothes for the nature of the presentation (includes professional attire)

Advisers/Chaperones/Guests

- Business professional

District Meetings

State Leadership Conference approved attire, OR:

- Collared shirts
- Slacks or khakis
- Skirt with blouse
- Dress shoes
- Neck tie and sport coat

All Attendees

Jeans or denim of any color, t-shirts, athletic wear, hats/caps, or flips flops are not acceptable at any Montana FCCLA event, unless otherwise communicated.